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ABSTRACT 
 

One of the traditional rule-based classification tasks is to build a set of high quality classification rules for 
prediction. Traditional rule-based classification approaches can achieve high efficiency. However, some 
traditional rule-based classification methods usually generate few rules. They may miss some high quality 
rules, especially when the training data set is small. Therefore their accuracy may not be high in some data 
sets. In this paper, we propose a new classification approach called CMER (classification based on multiple 
excellent rules). CMER is distinguished from other traditional rule-based classification methods in three 
aspects. First, CMER constructs a candidate set and a seed set. Second, CMER connects the seed set with 
the candidate set to produce more classification rules at a time. Third, CMER uses the minimum support 
and foil gain to update the seed set. As a result, CMER generates more excellent classification rules, 
especially when the training data set is small. Our experimental results show that CMER gets higher 
accuracy than some traditional rule-based classification methods. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  
 

Classification is an important task in data mining. 
It is generally divided into two steps. First, we 
construct classification model based on training 
data. Second, we use the model to classify the 
testing data. In 1998, Liu [1] proposed a new 
classification approach called associative 
classification. It generates a complete set of class 
association rules and then selects a set of high 
quality rules for prediction. In recent years, many 
improved associative classification approaches have 
been proposed, such as CMAR[2], CPAR[3], 
MMAC[4], MCAR[5] and CSMC[6] . Associative 
classification [7, 8, 11]can achieve higher accuracy 
than some traditional classification approaches, 
such as decision trees[9], FOIL[10]. However the 
accuracy of the associative classification depends 
on the settings of minimum support and minimum 
confidence. Moreover, when the minimum support 
is set to be low, it generates a large number of rules. 
It is difficult for us to select a set of high quality 
classification rules. 

The traditional rule-based classification 
approaches [12]-[15] can achieve higher efficiency 
than associative classification. However, the 
accuracy of some traditional rule-based 
classification approaches may not be high in some 
data sets. One of the reasons is that they usually 
generate a small set of classification rules, 
especially when the training data set is small. For 
example, FOIL (First Order Inductive Learner) is 
one of the traditional rule-based classification 
approaches. FOIL selects the most important literal 
to generate one rule at a time. In this way, FOIL 
generates fewer rules. As a result, the accuracy of 
FOIL is not high in some data sets. So does the 
method of the decision tree. Each training example 
in the method of decision tree is covered by only 
one classification rule. 

In order to solve these problems, we propose a 
new classification method called CMER 
(classification based on multiple excellent rules). In 
comparison with some traditional rule-based 
approaches, CMER has some advantages: (1) 
CMER constructs a candidate set and a seed set. 
Both the candidate set and the seed set are consisted 
of some important literals. (2) We connect the seed 
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set with the candidate set to produce more high 
quality rules at a time. (3) CMER employs the 
minimum support and foil gain to update the seed 
set. The experimental results show that CMER 
produces more high quality classification rules at a 
time and gets higher accuracy. 

The outline of this paper is as follows. In section 
2, we give some definitions and compare the 
differences between FOIL and CMER in rule 
extraction. We use an example to describe the main 
ideas of the CMER and develop the algorithm of 
CMER in section 3. We report the experimental 
results in section 4. We conclude the paper in 
section 5. 

2. RULE-BASED CLASSIFICATION 
 

In this part, we first give some definitions. Then 
we compare the differences between FOIL and 
CMER in rule exaction.  

Let T  be a set of tuples with m district attributes  

1 2( , , , )mA A A…  and the set of class be 

1 2{ , }C C C= . The measurement of literals and rules 
is defined as follows.  

Definition 1. (Foil Gain) Suppose that v  is a literal. 
There are P  positive examples and N  negative 
examples in T . Then the Foil gain of literal v  is 
defined as follows:  

1 1 1 1

( )

(log( ( )) log( ( )))
Gain

v v v P P N

v
n

=

+ − + (1) 

where 1v  means the number of positive examples 

which contain literal v , 1n  means the number of 
negative examples which contain literal v . 

Definition 2. (support of a pattern ) The support of 
pattern X  is defined as follows: 

       sup( ) ( ( ) | |) 100%X count X T= ×              (2) 

where ( )count X  means the number of examples in 
T that contain pattern X , | |T  is the number of 
examples in a dataset. 

Definition 3. (confidence of a pattern) The 
confidence of pattern  X  is given as follows:     

( ) ( ( ) ( )) 100%cconf X count X count X= ×       (3) 

where ( )ccount X  means the number of examples 
which contain pattern X  and have a class value c . 

In the following, we give the differences between 
FOIL and CMER. First, FOIL uses the foil gain to 
select one literal with the best foil gain. CMER 
selects several important literals to construct the 
candidate set and the seed set. Second, FOIL selects 
one literal from the conditional base of the just 
found literal to generate one rule at a time. CMER 
connects the seed set with the candidate set to 
produce several rules at a time. By doing so, CMER 
can generate a larger set of rules than FOIL, 
especially when the training data set is small. The 
experimental results show that CMER can achieve 
higher accuracy than FOIL in most data sets.  

3.  CMER  
 

In this section, first, we use an example to 
describe the process of rule mining in CMER. 
Second, we develop the algorithm of CMER. 
Finally, we give the measurement of classification 
rules and predict new examples.  
3.1 Inducing Rules  

We first construct a candidate set and a seed set. 
Then we connect the seed set with the candidate set 
to produce pattern and rules. Third, we update the 
seed set. Finally, CMER removes the examples 
covered by the just found rules and iterates the 
process. The detailed process of inducing rules in 
CMER is shown in the following example. 

Example 1. The training data set T is shown in 
Table 1. We suppose that the attribute J is the 
decision attribute and others are the condition 
attributes. In this training data set, we suppose that 
all examples which have the class ( 89)J =  are 
positive examples and all examples which have the 
class ( 90)J = are negative examples. Let the 
minimum support be 30%  and the minimum 
confidence be 100% . We construct classification 
rules for the class ( 89)J = . 

First, we construct a candidate set. If the foil gain 
of literal p  is greater than zero, then literal p  is 
positively correlated with class ( 89)J = . We select 
literal p as an element of a candidate set. By this 
way, we have the candidate set as shown in Table 
2.  

Second, CMER selects several important literals 
from the candidate set to form a seed set. The 
average foil gain of all literals in table 2 is 0.784. 
We use the average foil gain as the threshold of 
minimum foil gain. If the foil gain of a literal p  is 
greater than the threshold, and if the support of the 
literal p is greater than the minimum support, then 
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literal p  is selected as an element of a seed set. We 
have the seed set as shown in the Table 3. 

Table 1. A Training Data Set 
C D E F G H I J 
19 30 55 60 72 79 82 89 
11 35 55 59 73 80 88 90 
19 35 53 60 73 81 88 89 
19 35 55 59 73 81 88 90 
11 35 55 58 72 81 88 89 
19 35 53 58 72 81 88 90 
11 30 54 59 73 80 88 89 
19 30 54 59 72 80 82 90 
11 30 54 60 73 81 88 89 
11 30 55 60 72 79 82 90 

 
Table 2. The Candidate Set 

Attribute Value Gain Support 
F 60 1.216 40% 
B 9 1.150 60% 
I 88 1.150 70% 
E 54 0.575 30% 
C 11 0.546 50% 
D 35 0.546 50% 
G 73 0.546 40% 
H 81 0.546 50% 

 
Table 3. The Seed Set 

Attribute Value Gain Support 
F 60 1.216 40% 
B 9 1.150 60% 
I 88 1.150 70% 

 
Table 4. The Generated Rules 

Patterns Confidence 
F=60, B=9 100% 
F=60, I=88 100% 
F=60, E=54 100% 
F=60, D=35 100% 
F=60, G=73 100% 
F=60, H=81 100% 
B=9, H=81 100% 
I=88, E=54 100% 

 
Table 5. The New Seed Set 

Patterns Conf Sup Gain 
B=9, I=88 75% 40% 1.217 
I=88,C=11 75% 40% 1.216 

 
Third, CMER connects the seed set with the 

candidate set to produce patterns and classification 
rules. If the confidence of pattern X  is 100% , then 
X C→  is a classification rule. We get a set of 

classification rules as shown in Table4. If the foil 

gain of pattern X  is greater than the threshold, and 
if the support of pattern X  is greater than the 
minimum support, then pattern X  is selected as an 
element of the new seed set. We have the new seed 
set as shown in Table5. 

Fourth, CMER connects the new seed set with 
the candidate set to produce new rules until there is 
no new seed set generated.  

Finally, CMER removes the examples that are 
covered by the just found rules and iterates the 
process. To learn rules for class ( 90)J = , the 
process is repeated. We give the algorithm of rule 
extraction of positive examples in CMER below. 

Input: Training data T P N= ∪  ( P and N are the 
sets of all positive and negative examples, 
respectively), minimum support, minimum 
confidence 

Output: A set of classification rule  

1: rule set R ← ∅ , candidate set cs ← ∅ , seed 
set ss ← ∅  

2: while ( 0P > ) do 
3:  compute the foil gain of each literal p in P  
4:   if ( ( ) 0gain p > ) then 
5:     { }cs cs p← ∪  
6:     end if 
7:    compute the average foil gain of all literals 

in cs  
8:     if ( ( )gain p > average foil gain) then 
9:      { }ss ss p← ∪  
10:     end if  
11:  while( ss ≠ ∅ and ∀ pattern X ss∈ , 

_ max_ _X length rule length< )do 
12:    connect the seed set with the candidate set 

to generate patterns  
13:  compute the confidence, support and 

confidence of each pattern X  
14:        if ( conf ( ) 100%X = ) then  
15:           { }R R X← ∪  
16:    else if ( sup( ) min supX > and ( )gain X >  

average foil gain) 
17:                         { }ss ss X← ∪  
18:              else delete X  
19:      end if         
20:   end while 
21:   remove from P  that all examples satisfying 

the rules 
22: end while 

Figure 1: The Algorithm of CMER 
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3.2 Classification 
 In this part, first, we give the measurement of the 

classification rules. Second, we use the best k rules 
for prediction new examples.  

For rule r : X C→ , we use the expected accuracy 
[3] to estimate the importance of rule r . The 
expected accuracy of rule r  is given by (4): 

         ( ) ( 1) ( )c totLaplacy r n n k= + +                 (4) 

where k is the number of classes, totn  is the total 
number of examples which contain pattern X , 

cn is the total number of examples which contain 
pattern X and have the class c . 

For a testing example, we first select the best 
k rules which are matched by the example. If all the 
best k  rules have the same class label, we just 
simply assign that label to the testing example. If 
we have 1k rules which belong to class 89 and 

2k rules which belong to class 90 among the best k 
rules. If the average expected accuracy of k1 rules 
is higher than 2k  rules, then we assign the class 89 
to the testing example. 

4. EXPERIMENTS 
 

All the experiments are performed on a 1.83GHz 
PC with 2.49 G main memory, running Microsoft 
Windows XP. We tested our algorithm on the 
Mushroom data set. 

In the table 6, we choose the size of the training 
data from 100 to 1000 in turn. We select the 
training data by random. We choose the size of the 
testing data 500. We select them from 0-5500 in 
turn. In the table 6, we give the average accuracy of 
FOIL and CMER respectively. Moreover, we also 
give the number of classification rules of CMER 
and FOIL respectively. We select the best 3 rules 
for prediction. The minimum support is set to be 
5%. The minimum confidence is set to be 100%. 
The experimental results are shown in Table 6. 
From the Table 6, we can get the following 
conclusions: (1) the accuracy of CMER is higher 
than Foil no matter how large the training date is. 
(2) When the training data is small, CMER can 
achieve much higher accuracy than FOIL. (3) The 
number of rules in CMER is larger than FOIL.  

In the table 7, the training data is the same as 
above. The minimum support is varied from 3% to 
9% . From table 7, we can see that the accuracy of 
CMER does not depend on the settings of the 
minimum support.  

Table 6: Accuracy and rules of FOIL and CMER 
 FOIL CMER 

Size Accuracy Rules Accuracy Rules 
100 0.984009 9 0.995457 51 
200 0.985465 11 0.996730 68 
300 0.988375 9 0.995275 73 
400 0.988014 11 0.997819 83 
500 0.992008 12 0.995638 96 
600 0.990919 14 0.997456 118 
700 0.994912 10 0.996002 127 
800 0.998545 15 1.000000 148 
900 0.995277 15 0.998001 185 

1000 0.996367 16 0.998182 231 
 
Table 7: Performance of CMER in Different Support 
Size  sup=3% sup=5% sup=7% 
100 0.995457 0.995457 0.995457 
200 0.996730 0.996730 0.996730 
300 0.995275 0.995275 0.995275 
400 0.997819 0.997819 0.997819 
500 0.995638 0.995638 0.995638 
600 0.997456 0.997456 0.997456 
700 0.996002 0.996002 0.996002 
800 1.000000 1.000000 1.000000 
900 0.998001 0.998001 0.998001 

1000 0.998182 0.998182 0.998182 
 

5. CONCLUSIONS 
 

Accuracy and efficiency are crucial factors in 
classification tasks in data mining. Association 
classification gets higher accuracy than some 
traditional rule-based classification in most cases. 
However, it generates a large number of rules. Thus, 
the efficiency of association classification is not 
high when the minimum support is set to be low. 
Although traditional rule-based classification 
methods can achieve high efficiency, some 
traditional rule-based classification methods usually 
generate few rules. As a result, some traditional 
rule-based classification methods may not achieve 
high in some cases. In this paper, a new approach 
CMER is proposed. CMER constructs the candidate 
set and the seed set. They are both consisted of 
important literals. CMER connects the seed set with 
the candidate set to produce more high quality rules 
at a time. CMER generates more classification rules 
than FOIL, especially when the data set is small. 
Moreover, in order to improve quality of rules, we 
use the minimum support and foil gain to update the 
seed set. Our experimental results show that 
techniques developed in this paper is feasible. Our 
experimental results also show that CMER achieves 
higher accuracy than FOIL.  
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